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Beverly, I received the attorney generals opinion, thank you.

After scanning the opinion and trying to understand the opinion legal 
English, I believe their are several flaws written into the opinion.

Most of the opinion, in my opinion, does not cover the reasons why the 
Harrison County Supervisors have conducted themselves.

The opinion is a protection opinion towards the supervisors with the purpose 
to use Mississippi law in its defense.

Please read my web page: <A HREF="http://www.mississippiwebsite.com/marlin_ladner.htm
">SUPERVISOR MARLIN LADNER</A> 

In the interest of the taxpayers, I see many expenditures which the taxpayers 
could not have paid for.

Supervisors are paid by the taxpayers and draw a salary for which they may 
purchase items of private nature.

Soon, I will have the attorney generals opinion on the a web page to be 
viewed.

Sincerely,

Steven A. McCaleb
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